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Objectives: 
! To gain a general
understanding of
weather and weather
charts.
! To understand the
effect of weather on
rescue, casualties and
rescuers.
! To assess and
manage rescues in
relation to the weather.

There are numerous well written
detailed accounts of the climate
and weather; some of these are
detailed in the reference section.
This chapter will therefore only give
a brief overview of some of the
important influences on mountain
weather and their effects on
rescue.

Mountainous terrain affects the
climate by magnifying the effects
of the surrounding weather. Wind
and precipitation increase with
altitude, whilst temperatures
decrease. This combination of
factors can have serious
implications for rescue operations.
A good understanding of weather
processes and their effects in
mountainous areas are essential
for safe rescue practice.

Global climate
The energy that drives our

weather comes from the sun. An
average-sized person, positioned
facing the sun, would intercept the
energy equivalent of more than
thirteen 100-watt light bulbs. The
incoming energy varies between
latitudes, seasons and times of
day. It also varies with the ground
type – for example, ice, thickness
of vegetation, water, and aspect.
Latitude is also very important in

determining the prevailing
direction of the weather. The
United Kingdom lies in 
mid-latitudes roughly equidistant
from the equator and the North
Pole. In these latitudes, the 
north-south temperature combines
with the rotation of the earth to
create a westerly prevailing wind.
This means that most of the
weather we experience comes
from across the Atlantic. There is
free international exchange of all
weather data. The World
Metrological Organisation
oversees the taking of correct data
from well-kept weather stations. 

The Meteorological
Office

The Office was founded in 1854
to provide information on the
weather and marine currents for
maritime purposes. This small
department was headed by 
Vice-Admiral Robert Fitzroy, RN.

In 1959 the London Weather

Centre opened, providing
information for land as well as
maritime communities. By 1965
weather prediction was
undertaken using numerical
techniques. In 1991, a Cray
supercomputer was installed and
a single numerical model (merging
ocean and atmosphere) was used
for climate and weather prediction.
The information used in weather
prediction is gathered from
weather stations, satellites and
wave buoys. The Met Office uses
a network of Marine Automatic
Weather Stations (MAWS), land
based weather stations – of which
there are over 200 in the United
Kingdom and European Group on
Ocean Stations (EGOS). The
information gathered is distributed
to marine, aviation and land based
weather predictions with the
appropriate charts.

The Met Office gives a full
weather forecast on their website
for mountain weather, quick charts
and full synoptic charts for up to

Understanding the mountain climate
by Dr Caroline Langdon

The effects of altitude on weather conditions
NB: All diagrams based on Met Office
information, reproduced here with thanks.
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five days in advance. The office
also gives out warnings of
predicted extreme weather events
such as flooding and torrential
rain. These warnings are widely
broadcast on television and radio.

Some sources of weather
information in the UK:

! www.metoffice.gov.uk
! www.mwis.org.uk

(for mountain weather)
! Posted information – outdoor
shops/centres/tourist offices
! Television – general and some
local forecasts
! Telephone/fax – various
companies offer weather forecasts

Weather charts
(synoptic charts)

Weather charts consist of curved
lines drawn on a geographical
map in such a way as to indicate
weather features. These features
are best shown by charts of
atmospheric pressure, which
consist of isobars (lines of equal
pressure) drawn around depressions
(or lows) and anticyclones (or highs).

General weather
principles

Weather changes in the
atmospheric column with height,
pressure, temperature and
humidity. With altitude pressure,
density and temperature
decrease. This is summarised by
the Perfect Gas Laws:

P (Pascals) Pressure =
N(=1)m(mass of air particle)

V(m3)
x k Boltzmann constant 
(1.38x10-23) temp (ºC+Kelvin)

Pressure is measured in millibars.
As an example, consider a ‘unit

area’ of 1 square inch. At sea
level, the weight of the air above
this unit area would (on average)
weigh 14.7 pounds! That means
pressure applied by this air on the
unit area would be 
14.7 pounds per square inch.
Meteorologists use a metric unit
for pressure called a millibar and
the average pressure at sea level
is 1013.25 millibars. 1 bar of
pressure = 1 atmosphere (14.7
pounds) = 1 inch of mercury in a
barometer.

High pressure or
anticyclones

Anticyclones are areas of high
pressure, whose centres are often
less well defined than depressions,
and are associated with quiet,
settled weather. Winds blow in a
clockwise direction around
anticyclones in the northern

hemisphere; this is reversed in the
southern hemisphere. 

Low pressure or
depressions

Depressions are areas of low
pressure, usually with a well-defined
centre. They are associated with
unsettled weather. Winds blow in
an anticlockwise direction around
depressions in the northern
hemisphere; this is reversed in the
southern hemisphere.

The Bergen School forwarded
the concept of representing the
atmosphere in terms of air
masses. Since the air masses
could be considered as being in
conflict with each other, the term
‘front’ was used to describe the
boundary between them. Three
types of front were identified which
depend on the relative movement

Understanding the mountain climate

Example of a synoptic chart showing 
weather features
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of the air masses. It is the pressure
gradient between the weather
fronts that determine the type of
weather that we can expect.

Cold fronts
A cold front marks the leading

edge of an advancing cold air mass.
Its passage is usually marked by
cloud and precipitation, followed
by a drop in temperature and/or
humidity. On a synoptic chart a
cold front appears as a blue line
with triangles.

The direction in which the
triangles point on the synoptic
chart is the direction in which the
front is moving. Different clouds
are associated with frontal
formations. In cold front formation
the development from lowest to
highest is usually: Cumulonimbus,
Nimbostratus, Altostratus and
Cirrus.

Warm fronts
A warm front marks the leading

edge of an advancing warm air
mass. The leading edge of an
advancing warmer air mass, the
passage of which commonly
brings cloud and precipitation
followed by increasing temperature
and/or humidity.

On a synoptic chart a warm front
appears as a red line with 
semi-circles. The direction in
which the semi-circles point is the
direction in which the front is
moving. In warm front formation

the development from lowest to
highest is usually: Nimbostratus,
Altostratus, Cirrostratus and Cirrus.

Occlusions (or
occluded fronts)

Occlusions form when the cold
front of a depression catches up
with the warm front, lifting the
warm air between the fronts into a
narrow wedge above the surface.
Occluded fronts bring cloud and
precipitation.

On a synoptic chart an occluded
front appears as a purple line with
a combination of triangles and

semi-circles. The diagram shows
the formation of an occlusion – the
direction in which the symbols
point is the direction in which the
front is moving.

Symbol for cold front
on synoptic charts

Symbol for warm front
on synoptic charts

Symbol for occluded
front on synoptic charts

The formation of a cold front

The formation of a warm front

Occlusion in cross section

Understanding the mountain climate

UNDERSTANDING THE MOUNTAIN CLIMATE

The formation of an
occlusion
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Troughs
An elongated area of relatively

low surface pressure. The troughs
marked on weather charts may
also represent an area of low
thickness (thickness trough), or a
perturbation in the upper
troposphere (upper trough). All are
associated with increasing cloud
and risk of precipitation.

Isobars
Isobars are symbolic contours of

equal mean sea-level pressure
(MSLP), measured in
hectopascals (hPa). MSLP
maxima (anticyclones) and
minima (depressions) are marked
by the letters H (High) and L (Low)
on weather charts.

The wind is driven by horizontal
pressure gradients that are mapped
on synoptic charts that depict
highs, lows and isobars. The
strength and direction of the wind
are in general related to the
steepness of the horizontal pressure
gradient and the orientation of the
isobars. The wind blows almost
parallel to the isobars. This is due
to the Coriolis Effect of the earth’s
gravitational pull.

Winds around anticyclones can
sometimes be even stronger than
indicated by the isobars. In warm
air, the wind is relatively steady and
tends to blow at about two thirds
the speed that the chart would
suggest, though there are exceptions
to this. In cold air, the wind is usually
as strong as indicated by the
isobars and can be very gusty. 

The Met Office uses these rules
to tell us what the indicated wind
speed is at sea level. Local terrain
can affect these speeds, so local
knowledge is very important.

Understanding the mountain climate

Symbol for trough on
synoptic charts

Symbol for isobars on
synoptic charts

996

Example of a weather chart 
Met Office view of 0000 UTC surface analyses
can be interpreted as follows:
A very slack east to south easterly airflow
covers the British Isles, between a ridge of high
pressure over Scandinavia and low pressure
near the Bay of Biscay. This low pressure area
edging northeast in the next day or so,
bringing cooler weather with outbreaks of
thundery rain.

Summary table of weather associated with the
passage of a classic depression

Pressure

Temperature

Cloud Cover

Wind speed
direction

Precipitation

Ahead of the Passage of the Warm sector Passage of the Cold sector
warm front warm front cold front

Starts to Continues  Steadies Starts to rise Continues 
fall steadily to fall to rise

Quite cold Continues to rise Quite mild Sudden drop Remains cold
starts to rise

Cloud base Cloud base is Cloud may Clouds thicken Clouds thin
drops and low and thick thin and break (sometimes with some
thickens (nimbostratus) with large cumulus
(cirrus and cumulonimbus)
altostratus)

Speeds Veers and Remain Speeds increase Winds are
increase and  becomes steady, backs sometimes to squally
direction blustery with slightly gale force,

backs strong gusts sharp veer

None at first, Continues, and Rain turns Heavy rain, Showers
rain closer to sometimes to drizzle sometimes 
front, heavy rainfall or stops with hail,
sometimes thunder or
snow on sleet
leading edge
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Clouds and cloud
classifications

Clouds are formed when moist
air is cooled, so that it reaches
saturation, and then it is cooled
further. This further cooling causes
large numbers of water droplets
(and rarely ice crystals) to
condense out and form a cloud.
This is often referred to as the dew
point. The formation of clouds is
also affected by pressure and
temperature as described in the
section on general weather. 

High-level clouds form above
6,000 metres. These include cirrus
and cirrostratus. Almost all cirrus
clouds are composed entirely of
gently falling ice crystals. If the
cirrus thickens or spreads out this
indicates that a warm front is
approaching and that the weather
is worsening.

Mid-level clouds form from 2,000
– 6,000 metres. These include
altocumulus and altostratus.
Altostratus layers are mainly semi-
transparent. If a warm front is
approaching, the layers can thicken
into nimbostratus, a sign of
imminent rain.

Some clouds form between 300
and 2,000 metres. These include
nimbostratus and stratocumulus.
These are convective clouds
formed above thermals and they
rise from sun-warmed ground.
When completely formed, they
develop into dense, detached
white puff clouds. Clouds with
vertical development include fair
weather cumulus and
cumulonimbus. These can be as
high as 6,000 metres and are not
associated with rain.

Orographic clouds are clouds
that develop in response to the
forced lifting (mountains for
example). Initially, stable air
encounters a mountain, is lifted
upward and cools through
expansion as it rises. If the air
cools to its saturation temperature
during this process, the water
vapour within condenses and
becomes visible as a cloud. Upon
reaching the mountain top, the air
is heavier than the environment
and will sink down the other side,
warming as it descends.
Descending, the air becomes

warmer than the surroundings and
begins to accelerate back upward
towards its original height
(beginning the cycle again).

Lenticular clouds
Lenticular clouds are stationary,

lens-shaped clouds that form at
high altitudes, normally aligned at
right angles to the wind direction.
Where stable moist air flows over
a mountain or a range of mountains,
a series of large scale standing
pressure waves may form on the
downwind side. Lenticular clouds
sometimes form at the crests of
these waves. Under certain
conditions, long strings of lenticular
clouds can form near the crest of
each successive wave, creating a
formation known as a ‘wave cloud.’
The wave systems cause large
vertical air movements and so
enough water vapour may
condense to produce precipitation.

Weather and 
mountain rescue

As you can see, weather
conditions can vary enormously in
mountain environments. Adverse
weather conditions increase the
likelihood of accidents on the hills.
This can increase the likelihood of
the ground being wet, icy, snowy
and slippery. Heat and cold can
affect the ability to continue. Mist
and fog can disorientate. These
conditions can in turn affect the
public’s judgements, including
time taken over distance and time
until darkness, negotiating safe
river crossings, loss of heat, lack of
water and many more. The
response of the casualty and their
party to these conditions will also
largely be affected by their
experience, clothing and
equipment. 

Cirrus cloud 
Wetherlam, Coniston

Altostratus cloud
Holme Fell, Coniston

Cumulonimbus clouds
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Weather adversely affects 75% of
all rescues on the hill (information
compiled from Lake District
Search and Mountain Rescue
Association reports 2000-2006).
Most rescues occur as a result of
mountain weather or casualty
condition deteriorating due to
adverse weather conditions. Team
leaders and team members
should always be aware of the
weather forecast when planning a
rescue, even if it is a short
extraction. 

Local knowledge
Local knowledge of weather

patterns in a team’s area is also
very important. Mountain
environments create their own
weather patterns which may differ
subtly from the wider area
forecast. This knowledge should
be made available to team
members during training, together
with knowledge of shelters and
‘lee’ areas that could be used on
rescues. It is good practice is to
mark these areas on a communal
map of the team area.

Vehicle access
Vehicle access into the area may

be restricted by flooding or snow.
Individual teams will have local
knowledge of access in their
areas. Bad weather may influence
choice of evacuation method.
Rising waters may force a different
evacuation route for the team. Bad
weather may restrict the use of air
ambulance or RAF helicopters. It is
essential that full information on
cloud level, estimated wind
speeds etc are given to pilots
attending rescues. Helicopters fly
on visual flight rules (VFR) and
instrument flight rules (IFR) and
cannot operate in extreme

weather conditions safely. In some
cases this may necessitate landing
at lower altitudes out of mist and at
some distance from the casualty.

Extended time
Time to, and extraction from, the

hill may be increased in bad
weather. Teams need to ensure
that, in these circumstances,
members carry extra clothing
and/or water and snacks for
themselves as well as for the
casualties. A fairly routine rescue
can become extremely severe if
weather conditions deteriorate.
The casualty may have been
exposed to adverse conditions for
a prolonged period of time. 

See Casualty Care in Mountain
Rescue for care of casualties with
suspected hypothermia.

Wind
Mountainous areas have higher

wind speeds than valleys. In the
Lake District alone, the protected
valleys have gale force winds for
an average of five days out of the
year, while the coastal areas
receive twenty days of gale force
winds annually, and the fell tops
receive up to 100 days of gale
force winds every year. Wind is
dangerous, not only for blowing
people off their feet, but also for
adding the factor of ‘wind chill’ to
the air temperature. Wind chill is a
killer. In rescue, wind makes
communication difficult, particularly
on searches. Team members
need to be aware of any loose
equipment. It is also good practice
to send a couple of team
members downwind of the search
area if practical, to listen for any
shouts/whistles from the party. This
can reduce search times
considerably.

Close to ideal conditions with an RAF
winchman descending to a casualty on Dow
Crag, Coniston, Cumbria in 1998

Conditions on the same crag six month later
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Case study – Party ‘lost’
on Wetherlam Edge
Time and date: 21.00hrs Summer.
Location: A popular route up
Wetherlam, Cumbria, UK.
Weather: Some rain and cloud.
Wind gusting 20-30 mph.
Reported injuries: None.

A young couple (early 20s) had
become disorientated whilst
descending Wetherlam Edge.
They rang for rescue. The man had
a GPS but had set it to the WGS84
grid instead of the OS grid. It was
therefore reading several 100m
north of the correct position of the
couple. They had lost sight of the
path and had spent some time
trying to relocate it on the ridge.
During this time, darkness had
fallen and the wind gusts had
increased, along with the rain. By
the time the rescue reached them
they were very cold and wet. They
had been exposed to the full force
of the weather for over three hours.
The male had insisted that they
stayed on the ridge as he was
reluctant to descend into unknown
ground. They had no map but did
have torches. They were located,
given extra clothing and walked off.

Comment
People tend to underestimate the

strength of the wind and the
effects of wind chill. Most people
never encounter strong wind or
gusting in their everyday lives.
Mountain weather can create
micro-climates which can amplify
weather effects locally. Talking to
them afterwards, this couple were
totally unaware of the need to find
shelter and to keep out of the
wind. The wind chill would have
led to severe hypothermia on that
night had they not been found. 

Rainfall
Mountainous areas have

increased precipitation. For
example, in the Lake District the
valleys usually have twenty days of
snowfall, 200 days of rainfall and
145 dry days. The incidence of
rainfall has increased recently. For
the party rainfall increases the
likelihood of slipping and,
combined with wind, adds to the
effect of cold, potentially leading to
hypothermia. A wet party will also
have a lower morale affecting their
decision-making process. 

For both parties and rescuers,
heavy rainfall causes difficulties on
the hill. River levels increase,
making route choice important.
High rainfall lowers the distance
sound travels as well as lowering
visibility. Recent events in Cumbria
highlight the difficulties for
mountain rescue teams in these
circumstances.

Case study – Extreme
weather Borrowdale
Time and date: All day Autumn.
Location: Area around Borrowdale,
Cumbria, UK.
Weather: Torrential rain. Wind
gusting 60-90 mph on summits.
Reported injuries: Several. Many
parties reported lost.

The slate mine at Honister had
seen 1ft (30cm) of rain fall over
three days, according to the
Environment Agency. Eight severe
weather warnings had been
issued by the Environment Agency
on Saturday in Cumbria. Parts of
Keswick had 65mm of rain in 24
hours, the average monthly rainfall
in the north-west in October is
80mm. The valley of Borrowdale
was host to the Original Mountain
Marathon (OMM) for the weekend.

Two thousand five hundred runners
set off on a variety of courses on
the morning of Saturday, 25
October. By 12.00pm, conditions
had deteriorated and the race was
called off. Many of the competitors
were unaware of the event
cancellation, due to communication
problems in the area. Several
mountain rescue teams were
called to help in the extraction of
competitors, marshals and several
independent walkers.

The rivers had risen very quickly
and were dangerous, particularly
at valley level. High winds and
flooding caused many access
problems for rescue vehicles.
Coordination and communications
were difficult. All casualties were
extracted and all the runners were
accounted for.

Comment
This extreme weather event

caused several mountain rescue
teams to be called out. Rescuers
take bad weather as a matter of
course in their work, but in this
case they were put at extra risk
due to the river levels rising.
Training in swiftwater crossing and
rescue is necessary if the
predictions in climate change and
increased rain come to fruition.

Thunderstorms
Lightning is relatively rare but has

a 30% case-fatality rate. The Direct
Current (DC) current from lightning
can carry many millions of volts.
Lightning takes the ‘path of least
resistance’ to the ground, finding
the best conductor for electricity in
the process. Solid objects are
better than air; metal is a good
conductor as is water. Lightning
will find the highest conductor first.
This is why it is unwise to be on

Understanding the mountain climate
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ridges or summits during an
electrical storm. In the UK,
thunderstorms last an average of
26 minutes. Counting seconds
between the lightning and thunder
and doubling it can indicate the
distance away of the storm centre
in miles. 

If a party is caught on the hill
during a thunderstorm, they should
NOT shelter under trees, on ridges
or in cave/mine entrances or small
hollows. The ionic charge in most
cave/mine entrances attracts
lightning so, unless access can be
gained safely for 10m inside the
entrance, do not use them.
Remove all metal objects and
keep them clear. The stretcher is a
potential lightning conductor. Be
aware of this fact and assess the
safety of the casualty accordingly.
There have been documented
cases of lightning travelling down
wet caving ropes and electrocuting
the caver many metres
underground. Climbing rope will
also conduct electricity if wet.
Teams need to be aware of this
when attempting lowers in storms.
It is also necessary to inform the
Air Ambulance and the RAF of any
thunderstorms in the area for their
safety.

For information on the treatment
of lightning injury see Casualty
Care in Mountain Rescue.

Hill fog and mist
Hill fog is a common occurrence

at any time all through the year.
The fells on average barely receive
approximately 2.5 hours of
sunshine a day, while this
increases to around 4.1 hours of
sunshine a day on the coastal
plains.

Fog, mist and cloud are
technically the same thing. They
are all formed when air cools to its
dew point. At this point moisture
condenses onto small particles in
the air. At ground level, cloud is
called fog or mist depending on
the visibility. At sea, or for aircraft
landing and taking off purposes, a
fog is defined as when the visibility
is 1000 metres or less. Mist is a
visibility between 1000 and 2000
metres. Over land, forecasters use
the word ‘fog’ when the visibility is
200 metres or less.

Fog forms over ground in a
specific location under certain
conditions. When air is cooled, the
amount of water vapour that it can
hold decreases. At the dew point
temperature, air is saturated. A
further fall in temperature will result
in condensation of excess water
vapour in the form of water
droplets. If a sufficiently thick layer
of air is moist, condensation can
occur throughout giving rise to fog.
Visibility is usually reduced to
below 1000 metres. With no wind
at all, fog will form first as shallow
streaks near the ground. More
usually there is a little prevailing
wind serving to spread the fog
evenly within one or two hundred
metres of the ground. Fogs
formed as a result of radiation

cooling are termed radiation fogs.
Advection fogs, in contrast, form
when warm humid air from
different sources passes over a
much colder surface, causing
condensation.

Fog/mist can make navigation
impossible without aids such as
compass, map and Global
Positioning Systems (GSP).
Fog/mist can also reduce the
effectiveness of mobile phone
signal and GPS signals. They also
reduce the distance and deaden
sound by one third. This has
consequences for hearing
shouts/whistles from lost parties. 

Teams should train for different
weather conditions including
exercises in fog and mist on the
hill. It is also a good idea to ask
team members to work out the
cloud base height as this is a
useful skill and is information that
is important to helicopters. Teams
may have ‘accident black spots’
that are related to increased
numbers of rescues in misty/foggy
weather. Local training of where
these areas are and the best
descent routes are essential for
the smooth running of rescues.

Sunshine/heat
Two percent of your body weight

can be lost before thirst is initiated,
which may get worse as the
severity of dehydration increases.
Dehydration produces a decrease
in the ability to stay alert. Physical
power can decrease 6% and time
performance by 12% in the heat.
Sweat rates can be as high as 
1.5 litres per hour, roughly 15 litres 
a day.

Always carry water on hot days,
both for the team and for the
casualties. Giving water to the
casualty with heat exhaustion may

View from Quinag
Sutherland, Scotland

Understanding the mountain climate
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be enough. It may be possible to
use water from local streams to
cool casualties down. See
Casualty Care in Mountain Rescue
for treatment of casualties with
heat stroke.

Snow and ice
Snow and ice are areas of

rescue that demand extra skills
and experience. Team members
need snow and terrain assessment
skills, crampon and ice axe use,
as well as winter survival
techniques. All team members
should be given specialist winter
mountaineering training.

Navigation in snow conditions
requires practice, as the contour of
the land changes with snow depth.
GPS is not always available in
white out conditions, so manual
navigation techniques need to be
used. Winter conditions greatly
increase extraction times and the
likelihood of hypothermia. Wind
chill, disorientation and dehydration
are all potential hazards in winter
conditions. Ensuring good anchors
in icy conditions are very important.
In Scottish areas, avalanche poses
a risk to rescuers and casualties.
Local knowledge and experience

are of paramount importance in
snow conditions. 

Case study – White out
conditions Coniston
Old Man 
Time and date: February 2009 2pm
Location: Coniston Old Man area.
Weather: Blizzard conditions, deep
snow above 100m.
Reported call details: One man
lost, cragfast.

Coniston MRT were called to a
search in the Coniston Old Man
area. The weather was cold,
wintery and icy with a deep
covering of snow. The casualty
was a 40+ year old man on his
own who had become
disorientated in bad weather
having left the summit of the Old
Man of Coniston. He was cold and
frightened and not well equipped
for the conditions on the day. The
team set out to search the area.
The search team made contact
with the man on his mobile phone
and asked him to describe his
route from his last known position.
He was convinced he had
travelled along the ridge away
from the summit cairn for fifteen
minutes before losing height and
getting lost. He could hear people
high above him on the ridge but
could not make contact. He could
also see, through breaks in the
cloud, a tear-drop shaped tarn
beneath him. This gave the search
party a very large area to search
as his position could be above
Goats Water, Levers Water or Low
Water. He clarified his position by
saying the path was on the same
side of the tarn as himself.
Eventually the team member in
phone contact with him said,
‘need to see what you are seeing.’

He responded by sending a
photograph of the tarn through to
the rescuers’ phone. This took
some time to receive but when the
search party saw the photograph
(right) they knew exactly where he
was and went straight to him. This
photograph certainly aided his
rescue and could have saved his
life as night was approaching and
his kit was not good enough for
him to have survived the low
temperatures.

Comment
Sending a couple of team

members downwind could help
with detecting a whistle. Using
technology can help in searches
where the element of time is
critical to the casualty outcome

Caves and mines
rescue

The main weather event to
influence cave and mine rescue is
rainfall and possible snow melt.
The run-off from heavy rain can
cause flooding, damage to cave
and mine structures rendering
them unstable and increases the
difficulty of movement and safety
in rescuers. 

Precipitation can be in
two forms:

Flash flooding
This occurs when ground

surfaces are relatively dry and
there has been little or no rainfall
recently. In heavy rain, the water
simply runs over the surface and
into caves and mines without
having time to be soaked up by
the soil. 

Cul Beag
Sutherland, Scotland

Mobile phone image
of the incident
location

Understanding the mountain climate
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Water table saturation
This occurs when it has been

raining heavily for some time and
the ground and water table are
already saturated, again causing
the water to run into cave
entrances and mines.

Both of the above can be
monitored with information about
weather forecasts and local
knowledge.

Summary
Weather affects rescues and the

casualties’ condition in many
cases. There are a number of
areas of training relating to
weather that can increase safety
on rescue:
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Training areas relating to weather that can
increase safety on rescue

Training Area

Understanding synoptic charts
Understanding weather systems
Knowledge of potential shelters in local area
Knowledge of access routes in extreme weather events
Knowledge of local weather patterns
Swiftwater rescue training
Winter mountaineering training

Training Provider

Met Office; Team training
Met Office; Team training
Team training
Team training
Team training
Rescue 3 international trainers
In-team trainers, outdoor centres

Understanding the mountain climate

Caroline has been an active member of Coniston Mountain Rescue Team for 17 years and is currently an
assistant team leader. She took a First Degree in Ecology at the University of Lancaster and then completed a
PhD at Lancaster in Environmental Toxicology. She currently supports distance learning courses in Ecology and
runs field courses for Lancaster University. She also lectures for the Open University on a 2nd year degree course
in Environmental Science and a 3rd year course in Ecosystems. She covers weather and climate change in
both of the courses. Caroline also runs independent mountain days on Ecology in the United Kingdom.
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